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Industry/Beat Story Source 
Healthcare How to make Halloween friendlier to children with autism: 

Many of the 1 in 40 Arizona children with autism want to join the fun of 

Halloween, but the season poses difficulties for kids with sensory processing 

issues or who struggle with social communication. How can parents plan a 

fun evening, and what can households do to make their homes a more 

inclusive haven? 

Axis for Autism can share ideas 

and alternatives to make the 

holiday more enjoyable for kids 

of all ages. 

Personal Finance Break these bad habits when using credit: Credit card use has surged across 

the country as Americans face higher prices in recent months. With more 

individuals turning to credit for everyday purchases, the potential grows to 

develop bad habits that can negatively impact their finances. What habits 

should individuals avoid when using credit? What are some good habits 

people should pursue when using and managing their credit? 

A source from Take Charge 

America can discuss the state of 

credit use today and the bad 

habits people should avoid when 

using credit cards. 

Public Works & 

Infrastructure 

How cities prepare for natural disasters and times of crisis: As Florida takes 

a pounding from Hurricane Ian, public works first responders have kicked 

into high gear to keep the city's infrastructure working. From monsoon 

flooding to threats of fire, how do Arizona's public works first responders 

keep us safe? What are the wider-scale preparations cities undertake to 

safeguard communities? How are hazards assessed? 

American Public Works 

Association can provide a 

behind-the-scenes tour of what it 

takes to prepare for a crisis and 

keep the city running. 

 

Risk Management/Labor 

Market/Employee 

Benefits 

How employee perks are changing in a hybrid work world: As the pandemic 

lingers and virtual happy hours dry up, the hybrid workplace has shown it’s 
here to stay. In this new environment, companies have had to adjust their 

popular perks and policies to meet employees where they are. What are 

businesses changing about their perk programs? What perks are employees 

looking for and engaging with in a hybrid world? 

A source from insurance broker 

Lovitt & Touché can discuss the 

changes to employee perks 

programs as hybrid work models 

become the norm. 
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Legal  Why the potential railroad strike makes it even more important for 

businesses to have delay clause in their contracts: Unions for engineers and 

conductors haven’t ratified the Biden deal, and if they strike, others will 

follow. Because one train has the freight capacity of 400 semi-trucks, supply 

chain delays are anticipated, and the effects spill over into increased 

material costs and other headaches. Contracts protect both businesses and 

customers, but how should such clauses be worded? What other 

considerations are important? 

Attorneys from Guidant Law can 

discuss how businesses can 

mitigate risks from supply chain 

issues. 

What the proposed federal American Data Privacy and Protection Act 

means for Arizona businesses and individuals: Arizona businesses working 

with companies and customers in five states that have privacy laws welcome 

the draft federal privacy bill released this summer. If passed, ADPPA will 

bring uniformity instead of the current conflicts and contradictions between 

state laws. What’s in the proposed law, and what would it require of 
businesses? What protections and rights does it provide to individuals? How 

similar is ADPPA to the EU’s General Data Protection (GDPR)? 

A data privacy attorney from 

Coppersmith Brockelman can 

provide insight into the proposed 

legislation, as well as steps 

businesses need to take now in 

preparation. 

Multifamily Real Estate How multifamily properties can limit the effects of inflation: With 

inflationary pressures pushing up costs for maintenance parts, products and 

supplies, multifamily property managers seek to keep properties updated 

while maintaining overall value. How can they mitigate inflationary effects? 

What are some relatively low-cost upgrades to make that will add immediate 

value? How can streamlined maintenance processes and strategies help 

keep costs low?  

Experts with AZP Multifamily can 

discuss lesser-known strategies 

and tactics for multifamily 

properties to limit the effects of 

inflation and maintain value. 

Residential Real Estate What does a right-sizing market mean for the average seller and buyer? As 

the chaotic seller’s market eases from the fever pitch felt earlier this year, 

the Valley’s real estate market is right-sizing itself. What opportunities does 

this present for buyers? How can first-time buyers take advantage of the 

changing landscape? What does it mean for sellers? Will there be a role for 

investors looking to enter the market or expand their footprint? How is this 

new normal affecting iBuyers who have previously profoundly impacted the 

marketplace? 

A source from Phoenix 

REALTORS® can provide insights 

on the latest figures and offer up 

tips on how sellers and buyers 

can continue to take advantage 

of the current environment. 
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Commercial Cleaning How businesses can outsmart cold and flu season: As cooler weather 

returns to the Valley, more people will be out and about, and with them, the 

cold and flu germs that will kick off sniffles season. How can businesses keep 

germs at bay? What are general tips everyone should be incorporating into 

their cleaning regimen? What ways can individuals protect themselves?  

Office maintenance company 

OMEX can share sanitation and 

disinfection tips, as well as a 

checklist, that will make a 

difference for high-traffic 

locations. 
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